SPARTACOTE™
High Performance Coating Systems
SPARTACOTE™ Polyaspartic Pigments provide optimal color hide and performance.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESINOUS COATINGS

SPARTACOTE™ Resinous Flooring

SPARTACOTE™ resinosous flooring offers a full line of polyaspartic, epoxy and urethane coatings for concrete. Our high performance commercial and industrial flooring systems provide owners with superb concrete protection and longevity in even the most demanding heavy-traffic situations. Specifiers and designers may select from a multitude of colors, blends and finishes to create customized resinous flooring solutions to complement any environment.

- Rapid return to service
- Ease of maintenance and cleaning
- Excellent durability - stain, chemical and abrasion resistant
- Customizable colors, textures and finishes
- Low VOC, low odor
- UV stable interior and exterior options
- Integrated antimicrobial technology

SPARTACOTE GUARD Solid Color Systems

A solid color high performance coating system designed to provide durable and sanitary flooring with minimal maintenance. A great choice for healthcare facilities, aviation hangars and shop floors.

- Black
- Dark Blue
- Tile Red
- Bright Green
- Light Grey
- Medium Grey
- Dark Grey
- White
- Light Beige
- Sand Beige
- Dark Beige
- Light Brown
- Safety Yellow
- Safety Red

SPARTACOTE™ Polyaspartic Pigments provide optimal color hide and performance.
QUARTZ AND VINYL CHIP  
SEAMLESS FLOORING

SPARTACOTE QUARTZ Quartz Broadcast Systems
A uniform quartz coating system that creates a highly durable floor ideal for heavy traffic applications. Ideal for manufacturing environment, parking decks and stadiums.

Prepared Substrate
Grout Coat
Blended Quartz
Second Broadcast Coat
Blended Quartz
Prime Broadcast Coat
Prepared Substrate
Top Coat

Limestone
Skate
Flint
Evening

Cobblestone
Mojave
Sandstone
Lemongrass

Blue Moon
Brick

SPARTACOTE CHIP Chip Broadcast Systems
A multi-coat chip broadcast system designed to provide a capable, terrazzo-like seamless flooring finish. Popular in educational facilities, retail locations and high-end residential garages.

Desert Storm 1/4"
Copper Mtn 1/4"
Copper Mtn 1/8"
Granite 1/4"

Black Canyon 1/8"
Salt and Pepper 1/4"
Red Rocks 1/4"
Midnight Blue 1/4"
**SPARTACOTE METALLIC** Metallic Flooring Systems

SPARTACOTE METALLIC uses synthetically produced aluminum platelets coated with metal oxides to produce floors with beautiful color intensity and luster. They can be applied using a variety of methods to create a unique truly artistic floor. Great for show rooms, galleries and retail locations.

**SPARTACOTE URETHANE CEMENT**

A seamless flooring system intended for heavy duty environments. Designed to withstand thermal shock, impact, abrasion and chemical exposure. Often used in food & beverage manufacturing and commercial & industrial kitchens.
**PATENTED® POLYASPARTIC COATINGS**

**SPARTACOTE™ FLEX SB**
72% solids, two-component, polyaspartic coating. Highly durable UV resistant finish.
- 1:1 mix ratio, rapid installation and next-day return to service
- Superior chemical resistance with low-temperature cure
- Available in a clear gloss and pigment base

**SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™**
High solids, two-component, polyaspartic coating with low odor (no solvent smell). Ideal for indoor applications requiring rapid return to service with low-odor installation.
- Low VOC, low odor
- 1:1 mix ratio, rapid installation
- Available in a clear gloss and pigment base

**SPARTACOTE FLEX XPL**
An easy to apply, high solids polyaspartic coating with an extended working time and no solvent smell. Ideal for hot and humid environments.
- Extended working time
- 2:1 mix ratio with enhanced workability
- Low VOC, minimal odor
- Available in a clear gloss and pigment base

**EPOXY COATINGS AND VAPOR REDUCTION**

**SPARTACOTE MOISTURE VAPOR BARRIER**
Single-coat, 100% solids, liquid applied 2-part epoxy coating specifically designed for controlling the moisture vapor emission rate. Compatible with any SPARTACOTE™ floor coating system.
- May be used over damp concrete or new/green concrete that is only 5-days old
- Exceeds ASTM F3010 at 12 mil thickness
- Accepts chip and quartz broadcasts
- Available in various solid color options

**SPARTACOTE SURFACE BUILD PIGMENT BASE**
General purpose, semi-self leveling epoxy coating. Designed for use with SPARTACOTE Surface Build Pigments.
- Versatile and multi functional coating
- Semi-self leveling
- Good abrasion, wear and chemical resistance
- Available colors: Light Grey, Medium Grey, Sand Beige and Black

**SPARTACOTE SURFACE BUILD CLEAR**
High performance two part clear multi purpose epoxy.
- Clear high gloss finish
- Excellent abrasion and chemical resistance
- Low VOC, low odor

**SPARTACOTE SURFACE BUILD FLAKE**
Pigmentable epoxy coating for use with decorative chip broadcasts. Use in conjunction with SPARTACOTE polyaspartic top coats.
- High solid composition
- Tough and durable
- Available colors: Light Grey, Medium Grey, Sand Beige and Black

**CONCRETE REPAIR AND JOINT FILLER**

**SPARTACOTE FAST FIX™ (AVAILABLE IN LOW ODOR FORMULATION)**
Rapid set dual-component concrete repair material. Apply neat or with aggregate to create a high strength permanent concrete repair.
- Rigid in 15 minutes
- Excellent abrasion resistance

**L&M JOINT TITE 750**
Two component, 100% solids crack and joint fill material.
- Fast setting
- Easy to use
- Accepts dye
- Excellent abrasion resistance

**POLYASPARTIC PIGMENTS**

**SPARTACOTE POLYASPARTIC PIGMENTS**
specially engineered reactive resin based pigments designed to be used with SPARTACOTE FLEX SB, SPARTACOTE FLEX PURE™ and SPARTACOTE FLEX XPL polyaspartic coatings. Dispersed onsite for optimal performance.
- Available in 14 colors, including safety colors
- Superior hide and color retention
- Available in small 1 qt (0.9 L) and large 1.25 gal (4.7 L) format units

**MEDIA AND AGGREGATES**

**SPARTACOTE BLENDED CHIP**
Decorative vinyl or mica chips used in various flooring systems to create a terrazzo-like appearance.
- Numerous colors and blends offer customized finish
- Provide added traction, thickness and durability
- MICA chips offer brilliant reflectivity

**SPARTACOTE BLENDED QUARTZ**
Highly durable colored quartz aggregates for use in a variety of SPARTACOTE flooring systems.
- UV stable, suitable for interior or exterior use
- Optimal for situations requiring a durable and textured surface

**SPARTACOTE GRIP TRACTION ADDITIVE**
Ultra-tough yet lightweight resin based traction additive designed to be dispersed into SPARTACOTE top coats.
- Ultra-lightweight suspended additive increases abrasion resistance
- Available in 40, 60 and 100 mesh

**SPARTACOTE DIAMOND TOPP™ WEAR COAT ADDITIVE**
A specialized additive for use in extreme heavy-traffic situations during the top coating phase of a project.
- May be incorporated into a top-coat over any SPARTACOTE system; provides for a lightly textured matte finish

Continued on back cover.
**DECORATIVE CONCRETE**

**SPARTACOTE VIVID DYE™**  
High quality liquid dispersed concrete dye. Formulated to be applied directly to prepared concrete and then coated with SPARTACOTE clear top-coats.  
- 15 intense colors that can be applied alone or in conjunction with one-another for a unique application

**SPARTACOTE METALLIC PIGMENTS**  
Synthetically produced metallic pigment additive for use in clear SPARTACOTE epoxy and polyaspartic products.  
- Used in decorative metallic flooring systems  
- Provides incredible color brilliance and depth

**VERTICAL COATING SYSTEMS FOR WALLS AND COVE BASE**

**SPARTACOTE COVE GEL**  
Integral epoxy cove base system to create seamless transitions between floors and walls.  
- Ease to apply epoxy based system

**SPARTACOTE VERTICAL HB AND VERTICAL WB**  
Epoxy and Urethane wall coating systems. Available in white gloss and satin finishes.  
- Easy roller application  
- Anti-microbial properties  
- Class A fire rating (Vertical WB)